
 

 

 

For immediate release 

Launch of “IPX 4, 6 & 8 PWM Industrial Fan”  
Ultra-durable fans for industrial applications 

 
 
HONG KONG, 13 July 2016 
 
Thermal Solutions specialist GELID Solutions unveils the IPX 4 PWM, IPX 6 PWM and IPX 8 PWM – 
a brand new series of fans for industrial applications. 
 
The IPX Industrial Fan series provides protection against harmful deposits of dust and water from 
harsh environments. It is IP56 rated and allows continuous operation in extreme conditions and high 
humidity industrial environments. The IPX Industrial Fan series is now including: 
 

IPX 4 PWM (40mm fan with PWM) 
IPX 6 PWM (60mm fan with PWM) 
IPX 8 PWM (80mm fan with PWM) 

 
The IPX 4 PWM, IPX 6 PWM and IPX 8 PWM feature precisely balanced impeller which guarantees 
stable operation even at the highest rotation speeds possible. The IPX 4 PWM, IPX 6 PWM and IPX 8 
PWM also integrate ultra-durable mechanics, a double ball-bearing configuration from the renowned 
Japanese manufacturer NMB Tech. The new Smart PWM IC, designed specifically for the IPX 
Industrial Fan series, eliminates any clicking noise and controls fan speed according to heat-source 
load. The IPX 4 PWM, IPX 6 PWM and IPX 8 PWM have comprehensively optimized blades, the 
result of software simulations and real-prototype test which provide higher performance and 
dramatically improved airflow distribution without increasing noise level.     
 
The IPX Industrial Fan series conforms to RoHS, WEEE, IP56 and carries a 5-year warranty. 
 
“When you need a fan to be used in extreme environmental conditions you are often in trouble as 
typical fans can’t withstand even a small amounts of harmful dust or humidity. The IPX fans make it 
easy now:  the series fully complies with the IP56 protection rating, you can use our industrial fans on 
your boat, in your garage, in your storehouse, any other dusty or high-humidity places”, said Gebhard 
Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd. 
 
MSRP: 
 
IPX 4 PWM: USD 9.90/ EUR 8.70    IPX 6 PWM: USD 11/ EUR 9.65   IPX 8 PWM: USD 11/ EUR 9.65  
 
If you are interested in reviewing this product, please email your inquiry.  
For further product information, please visit www.industrialgelidsolutions.com  
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About GELID Solutions Ltd 
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and manufactures thermal 
solutions, CPU & VGA coolers, fans, charger and other computer hardware for gamers and silent enthusiasts. 
www.gelidsolutions.com   
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